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Straight Talking is a 
facilitated workshop 
for Year 5. 
 
Led by two actors, the audience watches the 
filmed story of Jenny, a young girl on a mission 
to make her home smokefree. 

During breaks in the film the actors and children from the audience
bring Jenny’s predicament to life, having conversations about smoking
around children and giving the character advice on how to succeed.

After watching the film, each child is invited to reflect and review
individually for a short time, writing down what they learned; how it
made them feel and what they would like to do about smoking in their
own environment. The actors stay with them, answering additional
questions that crop up as a result of their reflection and leading
further group discussions as appropriate.

Children are then offered a postcard about smoking around children,
including a link to watch the film at home, and asked to consider if
there is anyone they would like to deliver it to. They are invited to take
it away with them and give to a smoker, as a respectful plea to keep
their smoke away from them and other children or non-smokers.

“Straight Talking is a fantastic workshop for this age group. 
It’s just the right mix of fun and hard-hitting facts, allowing the 
children to think for themselves and take action if they want to. 
The presenters are calm but confident, supporting the children 
throughout and making them feel comfortable around quite an 
uncomfortable topic.”  
Year 5 Teacher, Stourbridge.

Images from the film Straight Talking, directed by Gino Evans and produced 
by Brickhouse Productions.
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of children claimed to have  
either stopped someone smoking,  
or stopped someone smoking around 
them, since the workshop.

said they felt confident enough to 
give a friend advice on how to speak 
respectfully to a smoker and ask  
them to smoke outside.

said they wanted to  
take action against second 
hand smoking, and named  
15 different strategies 
they could consider.

98%
wrote down correct facts about 
smoking and second hand smoke.
“I have learned that when your parent or carer 
smokes around you it not only affects them but 

can also affect you – which is terrible news! 
Trying to get through to the smoker and let 

them know that can be really hard.”

”We have to ask them to smoke outside respectfully, so 
they don’t get angry. It’s important to tell them 

why we are asking as well.”

”I would get smokers to quit by telling them to stop 
wasting their money and start buying food and clothes 

and things they need instead. I also think smoking 
in public areas should be illegal.”

All teachers experiencing the  
workshop said children had  
gained valuable knowledge.
“The way the workshop leaders use drama really gets the 

children listening and involved from start to finish. I’m amazed 
how motivated the children are by their new knowledge – 

even the ones who rarely participate.”

“My Mom was having a few cigarettes and it really worried me because 
she’s having my baby brother or sister. I told her she was being cruel, 

because the new baby doesn’t have a choice about smoking, she’s 
making it smoke. She said I was right and she hasn’t smoked 

since. I’m so happy.”

During the workshop, 
all children reflect 
on their learning 
and write down 
their thoughts, 
feelings and plans 
for action. Creative 
Health studies their 
reflections for:

Of the 249 children 
children in the 
sample, 170 said 
they were in close 
contact with a 
smoker before the 
workshop.

• Awareness – what they have learned 
during the workshop in relation to 
smoking and second hand smoke

• Activism – what they would like to do 
to protect themselves and others from 
second hand smoke 

Two weeks after their workshop, 
five schools were re-visited to check 
in on what children remembered 
and in particular to measure: 

• Assertiveness – did they still display 
confidence to pass on their knowledge 
regarding smoking and second hand 
smoking?

• Influence – had they had any success 
in speaking to a smoker and influencing 
their behaviour?

In 2017/18 in Dudley



Reflective Writing from a 
Dudley School Pupil



FURTHER   
INFORMATION
To find out more about Straight Talking
view the film at: vimeo.com/30350866

To know more about Creative Health CIC
Visit: www.creativehealthcic.co.uk
Email: kategant@creativehealthcic.co.uk

For free, friendly advice on stopping 
smoking or for support making other health 
improvements talk to your doctor, pharmacist 
or a Dudley Wellness Coach. 
Call: 01384 732402 OR 0800 0614962


